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Introduction
At the present time stu-cby has beer. made of.'a great nimber of metal campomods;
formed with two elements, i.e., binary co3Tponnds.
Eunrnakrov 's teaching on bertholides anid daltomides h1-as become the

1.CL-724- 1
2

basis of the scientific classification of these caopounds, and has made 4-t possible

U

+

e.. m 4h-

e

plase

-

t. - binar

-tal

phases.

There are mono--aphz

devoted to the classification of birar-y metal copounds according to their crys+talI

In recent years a whole n=-ber ct surveys have been published on analysis of the
strfleture

gel~eraJ. laws governing~ the zwiikiiiim, formation and properties of certain groups
of binary metal coowmds, and also on clarification of the part played by the latter
in inrcu5sti:.
-l

ca•
,,- Geir• pvo•tmia3 application.

Data on binary metal c

•powids

has nade possible a fuller and more profound study of birary diagranmof state.
three-component systems have been studied to a considerably smaler extent,
hoxwever.

These_ systems ray contain diverse phases with !rcm one to three elenents;

for the main thel are ternary

Imimmzx phases, since the pure camponents of

ternary systens, as well as the metal cmpounds frequently forming in these systems,
are aiways able to some extent to disolve the excess cowponents, forming either
normal or metalide solid solutions, accordingly.
The author /5/ has devised a system of classification for ternay~aetal phases
based on the comparison et t2e nat=re and extent of the homoaeneous areas in the
toernary dia-nanw of state.

MCI- 7 2 4 / 1

Out of the eight

-

yFyes of ternary metal phases there are. foar different types,

including te*rnary solid solutionsbased on one of the system components, which cannot,
ý-e classed as mletal. compounds.
Ternary phases, which are limited metalide solia solutions are t.'-'%se -n stru-cture
and properties to the correspond':ng binary metal compounds on *hich they are based.
Since, as noted above, a great deal of research has been devoted to !-inary metal
compounds, ternary phase:

-this tvmpe will not be considered here.

TThe most interesting are ternr._y phases which are characterized in their
diagrr-.

-f

state by areas of hmaogeneity limited on all sides and degenerating into

points when they lack the power to dissolve excess cosponents.

k a

K

usually have the,;

These phases, uhich

own kind of crystal lattice and properties, are

independent ciemical compbunds in the sense established by Kurnakov, and should be
termed ternary metal compounds.
The phases of tlis type are the main concern of this article.
We should note in particilar the ternary phases uhich are
solution..between two binary metal ccapomnds.

continuous
-

solid

although these nhases are a particular

case of netalide- solid solutions, in a number of cases -

usually in equivoiecular

IF.

and sin-ilar concentrations -

they show superstructi=ral lines in x-rays and manifest

paricular properties. different from those worked out according to the additivity
- rincip-e, and hence constitute- independent phases of the nature of ternary compounds.

Sin

view of this ne will later consider such phases airing side the typiual metal
compounds.

1. General Features of Ternary Mctal Compounds
Like binary compounds,

metal
ternar74ccmpourdAs may occur 1r alloys as a reaniit of

pri-ary crystallization, .-erijectic transition, precipitation frm solid phases
or transition of solid rh~azs into Kurnakor's cospounds.
S
The sta~lity
of ternary compounds depends greatly on their emrposition, and,

gem'rally spi-Aking, increases with the difference in the chemical nature of the
ccponent

,

Among the t•yical 1rn-ary metal coqo~mds we find -zases of

": bertheide and daltonide type.
An example of a

i- the
theton:-•
ccpouqnd S(OI Cu*g), which has been studied
2

in detail in /6, V and other work.

A bertholiide nature is posses3ed, for ex=-pIe, by the ternary comounds
T(Al, Cu, Mg)/6/ and T(Ll, '-,

Zn)

/8/.

The research /9/

is

svnted in particklar

to the investiga tiin of ternary bertholLdes.
The principle factors *hicb daterzdne the composition and crgstal structure of

A%

ternary metal compounds are: the che•ical

nature of the elements forning then, the

valence electron concentration and t re dimensional. relatienships of the atoms (ions;.

These factors will be considered in more detail below.

7The author /I0/

was the first

of ternary netal co,-pi.munds.

to give systzaatized data on UZa zrysta! lattice

in all, arproximately 250 cmponds have been described

ard their structural types indicated.

af ternary metal concp-unds, aid the valence electron conca

ratic-1 and the atomic

radii are considered in /I1/.
An anaryzis of avai2b•!.e data shows that most ternar-y metal. co9ounds

rstaj~lize i

cicse-packd lattilces with high coordination numbers typical of

pure me-als and binary metal compounds.

with a high degree of syjmetry -

The commonest lattices among them are ones

-,ubic and hexagonal.

There aregroups of isomorphim ternary metal comprnmds differing in the elements
contained in the sane or neighboring groups in the periodic table.

-his is an

_-ndication of the great part plzyed by the chenical nature of the ele-sents malkding

up the ternary aoammund.

Be- w we consider some typical ex&-.!ues of this

crqstallo-chemical analogy.

*

n

Ii

l

n

nI

nDl~~n

6

The nat'•re of the crystal lattice of similar termary metal compounds also

de.ends on the chemical properties of the constituent elements.
comnarison of

the crystal. lattices of,.ternary compounds 1iMgI• and

shows that the only difference between them is

is systetatized (Li and I Zn atoms).

that Li and Mg diflreC

in ..h.=

Aie

(-ig.

U.ZnW-.

1)I

t•hat it. the case of za. former

lattice the arrangement of metal atoms (Mg and 1M)

latter it

For exaple, a

is

statistical, vhile for the

This can be explained by the fact

to a lesser extent. thn

A4

and Zn.

Fig. 1. Crystal lattices of Ii&MgN and LiZnV /12/; 1) jilg 4- -,li; 2) N; 3) Zn; 4L) Li.
Fig. 2. Crys •ta lattices of fi*Mn-

and Ni 2MnSb /13/; krrani-e-ent of atoms for

NilnSb: 1) Ni; 2) Sb; 3) Mn; arrangement for Ni 2 4MnSb; type

31 Mn;

.14) Sb;

/5/: 1) and 2) Ni;
1h

type TI:- 1) and 3) Ni; 2) Hh; W S-b.

I;there is a continuons trasition between two ternary co_-pounds, the rearrangement

of the crystal lattice is closely linked with a change in the rature of •W

band.
CaF

Thus, when going from MiMn

to Ni 2MnSb

A3/,

•emical

the lattice changes froi the

type to t!he Heus2ler 6,.se-packed type (Fig. 2). At the same time there is an
2

intensification of the metal bond, which is confirmed by the corresponding change

~~anda

-

-

-

--..

2

+'

Indentical crstal lattices are often possessed by binary and ternary metal
C--F-,-!h;ch

.

h_

for

aeh-•.
b
d fretfr chep.i cA1y,. having analagous

Typical examples of this are the pairs Co Al - Fe NiAl , and Co Al
2 9
2 5
3
10
prcduce
FeNiAl , which km very similar x-ray photographs /1)/.
9
elpe•-ts.

Mere and more attention has been given of late to the study of the crystal
structure of terrna-ry metal compounds.

We shoild point out the work of Schubert /15/

on the application of his oin theory of the spatial correlation of electrons to the
explatation of the structure of terrnary compound lattices.

Fig. 3. sbows a model

of this kind for the phase S(AL Ot~g) with indication of the spatial distribution
2
of atoms and electrons.
In the case of a number of ternary metal compounds with complex crystal lattices
thearran-ement of the atoms has been worked out and Briflouin zones have been
constructed.

When spatial models of the Brillouin zones for similar binary and ternary

compounds are compared, a great sli-ilarity is often detected (see, f;r example, the
mordels in Fig. 14for the ,,.o--o.mds Mn SiAl and Co Al according tU /16/),
2 5
3
9

B3elow we

I

ive a brief systematic survey of metal compounds3, showing that their

composition and structure depend first and foremost hn the chemical nature of the

conrtituent- elements, in-azcordance with their position in the periodic tab3*;
moreover, all the types characteristic of binary ccvmpa~ds can be foizzd among then.I
This is a manifestation of the single nature of binary and ternary metal compounds.

Fig.

3. Cripstal lattice of Ca~gkl1 /15/. It shuw3 ;-rangý-icenw of

atoms and electrons (.projection with respect to b 4zr.Figur'es
indicate heient of atom arrangement in values

1J/14.-

Fig. 4&. First Brillouin zones for structure of ternary netal
compound MnSiAl

'

(I) and binari compound Co Al. (II).

2 5

9

2. KrnMakov kemn

Ihases

'Mere are hardly any references in scientific literature to the exi-'stonce of
te-rnary metal compounds formed during the an tra~isition of ternary solid solutions.
0

Ne can onlz me-ntion the work of Nemilov and iRudnitskiy /17/1,

in rhich proof is
0

given of the formation of a

srnary metal compound Cuaeft

at
2

'-

1200

as a result

of the transition of t-he solid solution cop.er-platin'tm-iron (Fi-

5)

hevertheless, a number of works have established the effect oi the thi.rd
conponent on the conditions for the fornaLion of l"nakovbinaryt compounds.
has been brought to light that

QkxttxsJ

it

Zn, Ni, Cd, Ti, Mg, Al, ;4 and Ag, for

example, affect the formation of the compounds AuCuD and AuCu

/18-21J.

3
Some of these el!ients (Zn, Ni¾, Jn, Ag) greatly reduce the formation temperature
of birary compounds, while others have little effect i4 this sense.

The reduction

of the formation tnmperature of binary compounds intreases with an incrase of ;
the third element dissolved in them.

Fig. 5. Diagram of state for Pt-ZL-Fe alloys /17/;
Here is shown the fc-.-ation of the ternary Kurnakov
metal comound 0,FePt

2

Of great interest are the unusual nethods of investigating the chem..l bonds
Ssolid solutions, devised and test* with a great deal of

Grun-Gr.hinaylo /22-27/.

r

ienl

material by

To detect the electron bonds ex=ressing the nature of the

chemical interaction J bet- -en the atnins, Gruh-Grziblavlo use., the method of

measur-iri

the galvansmagn.el% effects,

the Hall effect and the residual electric

resistance.
Stuoe cf t.e solid solutions in the systems Fe-Cr, Fe-Co, Co-Ni, Cu--Ni,

etL,

revealed characteristic inflexions in the curves corrsponding to mel-- co,.poundof a certain conposition.

This research clearly confirms the change in the natUre of

chq'ical bonds in concentr3tions correspondlng to the compcsition of 'he chezical.

compounds.
of nei433
ne'E,-•
of

The use ef th4i-

method enabled Grum-Grshilaylo to discover a nunber

II

I
•ikuzx

metal compounds,

amonw them ternary coiplunds.

For example,

in the ternary system Fe-Co-J'i there were discovered tkx ternary conpounds or the

composition Fe KEi- FP Co , Fe Ni - CoNi and FeNi - CoNi (Fig. 6).
2
L 2
3
5
5

A niuber of

terna." compounds were also discovered in the system Cu-Fe-Ni (Fig. 7).

Fig. 6. 31etal co. ounds in the

Fig. 7- Metal compounds in the

syst= Fe-Co-si /25/.

"The so-called (-

li

Cu-Fe-Ni /25/.

and IA-phases should also be counted aong Kurnakov phases.

The iscmorphism of the

A

syste

6--phases and their related ehesical nature suggest

the possibility of their -o=-_ng together continuous solid solutions. This has been

!r r r!!, !!!'!

l lflr l; ,I!

11

roved , -foreyap~e, in the case of the system FeCr'-FeV !28,

S)

i.n which there is

unlb-ited iutuai solibilit-,v toth below and aenove the zone of the fom-_ation temper-

7-

atures of the T-phases (Fig. E).

Similar solubility relationships exist =hen the ;;-p-hases intc,-ct-.
the existiance has been confirmed /29/
iso•-rch

For example,

of cantinuous solid solutions for the

phases ,xA.(Fe 11o ) and
7 5

'Co Mo ) (Fig. 9).
7 6

Fig. 8. Continuous solid solutions between coipcunds FeCr and FeV
(

0

-phazes) /23/:

- halts alorz the coolin_ citve
-

halts along the heating curve

10) Liauid + M-solid sol.
2) Solid solution

3)

(7-Phases
-)g)1, FeV in % weight

'ig9. Continuous solid solutions between compounds ,AJ(Co I7o )

7 6

0
and

Ho ) at 1'C0

E&(Fe

"/

7

1) Fe in•%
we~iht

S.

in the tern~av diagram Fe-Co-1o /29/

6

...

2) Co in %wueight

3) Min2%weiht

.

..

.

.

in a n-ber of similar solid solutions there sometimes forn

tcrnary phases

1-here is no doubt that in such phases the magnitw!e

--4th extr-eme property val`Us.
of the chenmca! bond between ta

-_tii.vraatfnz

elements changes, which is a sign

of the formation of associations close to typical t-MarY compounds.

3.Valent Ternary Metal Ccrpounds

At the -zesent time study has been made ef a large group of ternary compounds
anddViperiodic groi•sp; Table I gives sme examples.

containing eleents from thej

The consitient elements in these scmpounds show valence corresponding to their

osstn

•

-

+

_-i

-

ves.

+Amu

eag.aon
of si-i=-- crmn_-=s

same tim has shown that their structure and prc;eeies change

asically as their chemicl composition changes.

Table 1
Valent Ternary Compounds

1) Analecgs differing in elements of

~gop

2) Compcund
3)

idtratm-e referencP

4)

Analogs different in group II,

MIIani 17 elements

nDf

the

_uxl'*x system-

5m

-"

-

-

-"

-

.. .

.I

..

...

6) literature reference

U
For example, compounds containing the noretals LiMgN, Li

3

1? , Li AlAs
3
2
2

Ag~gks, and so on, have a strongly marked salt-forming natu-e, I.Sich is confirmed
in the majority of cases by high melting points, low electric conductivity, low
kydrolyzability and other characteristics of compounds with an ion bond /32/.
On. the other hand, in similar compounds formed solely frcu the metals Cu~gBi,
CuCd-b etc, metal properties show up more clearly, and the metal bond predominates.
A similar analysis of crystal structures confirming the difference in properties
and nature cf the interatomic bond of certain groups of these compounds

is

ziven in /30,

34 and 35/.

14.

ELectronic Ternary Metal Corpwnds

Very few electronic ternary compounds satisfy the Hum-IFother, rul-shdmal

if

the valence electron concentration (VIM) is reckoned by thee genaral rules, and in
rarticular, Uf the elements in theIlare

-givenzero valence.

For ex-mple,

1~niaccording to /36/, ami CuaAuZ. ,according Lo
cri~stallize in the

A-;3rass

structure.

/11/, the valence oil manganese is elva"I te

/371, have a VEC

3/2 and

If it is assumed -that, according to
nty

hn

'

thc

lctei

S-rpkases ve can also class such conpounds as Cu WrAl, Cu kiln, Cu
2
2

1i Mn6n,
nSn, T
2

zazxand so on.

Ing. 10. Valence electron conLentration o-- terrnaxy metal- em-pounds
containing aluminum and trar-sitional metal~s /28/.
1) electron concentration el/at.

reir of the other ternary electronic ccnpounds conform to the Hume-Fothery
rulJe.

To expla-:n the-ir structire Ray.nor and ]his coworkers t39. 39/ made use of

Pauling:s thetax,
me~tal-- -xit

1!hich is based on the idea of the "negattiveff valence of transition

incomolete d-levels.

According to this thee.-_, when alumiinu

and

silicon forn metal compoUnds with the transition metals of the 4th period, -41 and Si
ubile
give up their -va.lent electrons to the caton electron 'collaective' Ame
tran~sition stwnuua metals
,;-levels.

h

IX capture some of theseto com~plete thekr Min

mere t'he ram-ber ef captured electrons depnlds on the. element(s position

systes
and can be calculated on the basis of the magnetit prop-erties
in the periodic XO

o the elements.

as ihnP.-1otheryha binary phases)
Thus, the transition elements are not given- a zero valence, 1but

rath-r a negative valence whdci,

according to Pauling, is equal to the nu

4

er of

electrons in týhe so-call!ed "atonic" orbits "Taffle 2).
Table 2

)j Nu-ber of "Yacant" electrons for certain metals (fr.-

zagnetit aeasur~eret)

2) E-- e-t

3' Nurber of el/atcm in the "atcmic" orbits.

C
If

we work out the 'F4 for various ternary compounds from ttmm-e values, we can

74ngle out several groups with identicai VK values jT-able 3 and Fig. !0).
In g-rou-p I the co.ounds 1, 2 and

5 are isworphi; they all contain S-

ol

al.i inun.
760

N'hi..

3

C.

Valence electron conientration and crystal lattices of
some ternary metal copounds
1) ,1;of 2) Group. 3) WE` e 'atom)
7) crthoriobicl 8) hexamgonal

4) Ternary cmpotind; 5) Crystal lattice; 6) Lit. ref;

9) cubic; !0) tetragehal; 31) mon:=!inic.

16

Ln group iI

the cwpounds 9 and 10 are isoorphln and form continuous solid

solutions together /38/.

In Eroup iiM

compounds 13 and

14 have close monoclinic lattices; it is interest-

ing that the electronic concentration
the isomorphi

for zhis group is

attained in

:-o

maximum-satbrated solutionc of silicon or nickel in the binary

copcund Co2A!9-;
is

*

Faynor and Pfeil con3ider that this electron concentration

generally speaking the --a_-

for ternary netal compcunds.

A calculation of the electron concentration can also be made by another method,
if it is assumed that transition metals acquire a vhole number of electrons per atom
(Table 14).
Table h

1) Fnuber of lyaccmtt

elcrn

fo

cets.w~n met-als accordin'g to

//

2) Element

3) Number of el/atoms in 'atmic' orbits

The data obtained by this method, however, tally to a lesser extent with the

shape and volme of the Br-ilouin zonres, and dt%not show such a g=

ence in the electron cnuenx-ati•i3 for certain solid solutio= bse

=etal ccmxpoinds.

close correspond-

on Pinary

I

,-,o
17

Tne iId

F"

nu-ber of "ncant"

adopted
electrons for transition metals gin

these calc-ilations is not the only onepossible.

For example. the research /29/

on solid solutions bet.wenri the IY- and /± -phases in certain ternary systems recognizes
the advisability of giving transition metals the valut-s for the nuimbe-; of' vacant
electrons shcnr.
in

5.

in Table

i-s case, for example, for solid solutions between

the I LA-;4ases, the

electron valence concemtration maintains a constant value ranging from 2.95

to

3A.24 el/ato-a.
Table 5.
1) Number of "vacant" electrons for certain metals according to /29/

2) El-ent
3

i

..

-4

./ý+_
-'1

4-

n

0-_.bit.. .

The exhales riven show Qtu a certain artificiality in the VEC calculation

based on the vacant electron Theoryihich shovs up in the tendency to level out
this value for certain groups of ternary setal phases.
Table 3 demanstarate that the laws governing --n

data
Moreover, The fiuma in

link between electron concentration

and crustal structure, discovered by HRme -Rothery icr a nm
6

I

coapounds, do not apl.y to the case of ternary cope-unds,

er of binary aetal

aith rare exceptions.

U

S18
-'-us, the results of the study of teznary clectron-type compounds do not

it ssible at the present t1ae to find a satisf.ctory explaration for their
A more

structure.

letailed study of the co-litions for cheaical interaction between

the elements during the formation of these compounds iill

alone hel; -o bring their

reture to light and explain their inerent properties.
Considerably clearer is the atructure of ternary electron pkaser
solid s~lutions between binary electronic compounds.

-.ahich are

It has been established that

in most cases the binary c=uPoinds relating to the Huie-Eothery phases, vhich posses
an identical electron conncentration and indentical types of crystal lattice, form
continuous solid solutions together;

some examples aje given in Table 6.

Table 6
C-ontinuous solid solutions between binary electronic compounds
1) (-brass

type; VEC =3/2; 2) lw bastype VW-

21/13;

3) - -Phase tYPe-; VEC7/

literature
j refereace.

1111
5ibMWXi
syste; 5)

14),

In most cases the formation of these continuous solid stilutions conforms to
conditions forsulated im by Kornilov /56/.

In the givon case binary compounds

with a close chemical cono:--tion consisting of anaaog-elements asuai.y form
contir-8U

t
s solid sclutior•s together with a canstn.

*Described in more detail in

/5/.

''C

value.

-=9

S5.

Tee•r.-as!,PhasesI

.Amo• the ternary wpeta3. compounds were fround phases with hmotectic structu-eS

~

•

u-gCu

S2

2

Sat•mic
B

which satisfied the condition cif volume relationships ,-'or the
!g!,7-nF.•

-

radii
•

2•
:•-aes. phases.

•typ-.ical of tlie, r•-pr2.r

A deta-iled analysis of t.he crystal structure of th-se phases, 1dhich are -_arked

by high coordination nimbers, and their systmatics are given in the re'search /59/A ný-'er of Iternary.1aies

p

o

..

..

j

t1a

.+l

.

_.

r,

a•,urndance.
Table 7 gives some exanles on the basis of data contained in /60/.

Table 7

STemer

laves Phases

1) T•ype of crastal structure; 2) composition; 3) ratio of radii R iR ; kjx
A B
For these c~omds: R~ l,'

i's as an average e,-al to 1.206, which is on3'y

A B

Sdifferent

Scra the ideal rati.o (1.225).

•slghtJh

1-

C

20
There is a notable chemical sizmiiarity in a number of compounds composed
of analy elements.

Thsi shows that ,Ae chmical nature of elements making up.

a given group of compounds is

of great importance in addition to the volume

factor.

The binary Laves bonds rarely fornm continuous solid solutions among theSselves.
iMore characteristic during their interaction are cases in which vv:re i- a
successive transition from the structure UgCu

via Ng2i , observed in

to MgZn

2

2

2

certain ternary systems /61-65/.
it is possible that the intermsediate phases f rming in the process can be
related to the ternary metal compound group.

6. Ternary Nikel-Arsenide Phases
So far few ternary metal compoun-s have been I-cmd with a Nils structure.

:x-Y---Dles are the c--pund ReSiZr /66/, and also dertain compounds eontaining
germaniu

(uFeGe,

MnCoGe, XnriCe,

eCo-•e,

FeNiGe) and others systematized in

/671.
"We !mow, however,

of ma!W ternary phases which are continuous solid solutions

between two bir.ary metal c--pounds, some ud examples of which are givenr in Table 8.

Th-e solid sohition area between FeSb and N:Sb is

3hown in the diagram 'Fig. 11i/69/.

This system is interestinz as an example of the formation of continuous solid
solutions between a daltonide (NiSb) and a bertholide (FeSb).

in a chemical se-se these phases are very close to each other, since they

are formed by analog elae.nts of groups V and VIII.

At the same time, they are

a clear example of "he 4puearance of the earlier established regularitie_ governing
the formation of continuous metallide solid solutions /!6/.

Table 8

-

-lid

solutions between binary nickel-arsenide metal compounds

1) system ; 2) lit•erature reference

7. Ternary Laves Phases;'

Borides. The formation of ternary compounds containing boron /72,

already been noted.

73/ has

The ternary borides found have the composition shown in Table 9.

Fig.

-1.Continuous metallide solutions

in the system Sb-Fe-Ni /69/.

1) Ni atom %; 2) Fe at= %

Translator's note: in the list

of contents at the beginning of the article

this secticn (7) is entitled 'Terniary Interstitial Phases.'

a-Sw
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Table

a9

Ternary metal compounds containinp boron
1) coposition 2! literature reference.

Compariscn of the formulae for ternary borid-s enables u3 ta -sta lish
a profound similarity in their ehnica! nature, since their oray difference in
the "

e

columns (Table 9) is i- the analog-elenents of "III1 group in

the periodic system.

A nimber of cases have also been established in which there is formation of
continuous solid solutions between binary borides (Table 10).

Table 10
Continuous solid solutions between borides

1) system; 2) literature reference.

An analysis of these systems shows that ii the formation oif continuous solid
2)
soluti )ns conforms to basic laws /56/,

.

that ýýere are a large number of cases

c-? the formaticn of these solutionabetween binary ccmpounts composed of analog-

elements%, and that 3) in x1l known cases (with tihe exception of three sl stems
containing the elements of IV and
*

Ei group*), th.ese solutions form between binary

In Table 10 these systems are grouped separately.

23

borides containing transition metals of eit•her the same group or adjacent groups
in the p-eri-:ic system.
Those data-

b:'n
.-

the close chemical nature and si-nilar structure of certain

groups of continuous solid solutions containing bo-on.
Carbides. Ternary com-pcunds containing cia-bon ccnstitute a clear exanI].c
of chmical analogy.

We can single out a n'.ber of groups of th'S co-mpounds,

which differ in analoz elements and bare identical molecular com-.ositions and
isamorcbhi

crystal lattices (Table 21.)

Table 11
Ternary netal covpounds containing carbon

1) cat-position; 2) literatuxe references.
Ihe carbideSstudied are mainly comrosed of elecents in the V!I and VIII
reriodie groups:
homogeneous

Mary of then- can dissolve excess component elements

ea...n t+ie te-n-r

•

and form

They are all interstitial phases.

A number of ter.nary phases containiur carbon are continuous solid solutions
betr._en isamorphous carbides (Table 12).

S~

Table 12

Continuous solid solutions between carbides

1) system; 2) literature reference.
Br~cl - 1
3g
I
IdOM1
The ch•oic0 _analogy alse shos
.. ...
lI here.

The systens in Table 12

are cor.osed of phases containing either elements of Ux group IV or V of the
peri•dic

table.
c-oaounds

Silicides.

The •z

"hich have studied most znng the ternary silicide-s

are are those eontairImg aluminm= or elements in tim group VIII nf the periodic
syst-_..Scme era-ples are given in Table 13.
also

Ternary silicides related to electronic compounds arelconsilered I

p.

761 u

on

.

The limited nature of experimntal data on the cosplex silicides makes it
impossible to make any generalizations.

Only a few representatives have been

more

studied ir.'tai-l (For instance, Mn Si&l ; see above).

3

9

Some ternary silicides

,re continuous solid solutions bet'ce~n binarl c=Ip-

ounds (Trable 14)s
Th

e f irst twRo systons are chemically analfgous.

Thte other systems contain

analog el-emeutz) of groups IV, V and WE of the periodic system and closel~y c-onform
to the rutle for the formation of continuous solid solutions /h48/.

Table 13
Ternary metal comipounds containing silicon

1.) co=,pound: 2) lit-erzture reference.

Yable

14~

Contiwanus solid solutions between silicides

1) systema; 2) literature reference.
Nitrides.

lNon-valIent ternary compoands contaj-ing nit-regen vere ftmmii

only discovered cc-paratively' re-cently.
show c1--arly-markedd 6teu..alk

Some of thao&ies grwpued in Table

analejw in strnctiu'e.

15

3
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Table 15
lernary m~etal compounds containing nitrogen

1) compound; 2) ItMe-rature reference.

Table 1.6
belen

us-sliiid

lol-Itici
2

.,%-- -

the
-:,- "_f .•l

id

zlt£-olti

n-4e•--eenb-ie

1) system; 2) literature reference.
--

P-i

ec

nA

rdTtrides (Table 16)

also shows the close chemical nature of ternary phases containing nitrogen.
An

.naya.L-s of the data given above

makes it possible to lay down that

in all the groups, known so far, of typical ternary metal compounds and ternary
a.paees relating to cntinuous metal solid solutions between two binary metal
compcunds,

the effect of the chemical factor shows up clearly an in +he

chemical and czystaloch-mi_-al mm similarity of the ternary phases in this group.

*

2?

The Dart played by the chaical factor is also a dminar* one in the
formatitn of the ternari phases of other groups unrelated to the ternary
co.--pn•nds

f/,or exanple, limnited orbanic mztai solid

luuticns or ternary

solid solutions based on a conronent of the terna-y diagram.

This makes it

possible in many cases to predict t!= fc_-ertion of ternary phases in systo.ns
as yet uninvestigated, and thereby greatly facilitates the constructior of the
latter.

8. hror-erties and Practical Apliication of Ternary Metal Co

gnds

?here has been very little investigation of the properties of ternary
metal cot.oundrs.

But even the experinernta! data to hand -nables us to establish

the relatin.shi.- between the properties and cem•ical nature of the te-•az:y,
compounds.
Tzble 17 gives data on the shade of color of conpounds classed as Ovalentu.
It is easy to see that in each triad uhich has two coa-on elements

the intensity

of the shade increases with the atomic number of the third element (erour V)
according to a law.

f!

Table 17
Shade of color of somme Uvalent.U t-ernary compo.mds
Com-oosition

ijIxxuf.

Color

light red-brovn
-ed3-11

brown

brown

whtdte to light gray
to red brown
to dark brown
light gray
light brom
ItM black
black-bxWtn
yellowp-gray
brolu
gray.-black to black
yellow
brown
grzy-black
yellow

Lit. IFef.

i ale

coIt
I-7 nI

)i

Qolor
brown
bl.ack

AUn-7231! have proved

Th.'erous inv'estigationsof the so-called "Heusler alloys"
tIat their

agntic proIerties are closely associated with the formation of

ternary metal comIounds Cu UnAl, Cu mna, Cu "nin and Cu MoSn.
2
2
2
2
Uthree of these are c-be7.ical analogs and the 1a- Wm

i

The first

last diffkrs in

one element close in chemical nature
A similar

connection shows up in other ternary systems.

sber
of other ternary cofpoaids

ma•netic properties are possessed by a n
%-~ azc~o

chemical nalaire and Identical crystal ztzt

Co
enrGe, Ni
2
2
Tre
o king

Cc *
2

For ex~a~pe,

lattices, namely
sn.

uand Ni
nan
lue,
2

Chernov /1251 the aetbor has determined

collaboration
etkh

.eta ternary
the electrocheical potentials of certain

cemvnds containing

magnesium~ Gr aluminum (Table W&.

Table 18
Eloectrochemical potentials of certain ternary metal compounds

16)
ma~nei•

o

a~uin•

Tabl

cotA&ining sagn-csiuam or alu~iinm.
-+x

Composition of ternary c.mon

ml

Llectrochemical potential
Lit.aefl.
at 200
et&ialS in a _1 NaCi sol. from hydroen
m
elect.+
*he give the steady-state values of the pnt

I

U
A couparison of te-rnar7 compounds with two common elements shlows that
.

i., most cases

....,f.xxi-.htkN

ik-x" the greater the difference in

chemical composition between each of the two elements and the third, the mc_-e
positive the potentials become.
7he ouantitative valres of the -=crobhrd-czs of certain ternary netal compoun!s

were determined /7,

125T127/.

The author determined the mlcrobTrdness of some

ternary ca-mpounds containing aluminum and magnesium of interest fro- the standpoint of developing li~ht alloys for aviation.

The re-sults of this iv

.,-_aM

are Vlven in Tables 19 and 20.

Table 19
Hicroha-redness of some ternary metal com-puinds conta:n--ng nagnesiun

2
1) 1o; 2) composition of ternary compound; 3) microhardness at 20P H

kg/m ;

43) literature reference.
By comparing the values for microhardness it

is possiile to see_ that in

most cases the latter incr~ses with an increase in the chemical difference in
the elements formDng the ternary cmpoumd.

if

ýct

we

A similar regularity can be observed

ternary compounds with two elements in common, for e=mple,
.ompare

(Table 19),

Nos. 1-2; 3---5; 6-7; 7-2.- Meteover, in this series of ternry. co-pounds
tie bardness is greater in cases where the magnesi1=

conta-ixnng mapnesilI,

along -ay away from it

cchines with elements

2

w15-461 kg/-/

have H

in the periodic system (Nos. 5-8

) conpared with thoee cnm-,sed of closer-'ng Aements
2

('sos. 1-4 and 6-7 with a hardness H1= 239-345 kg/,•

).

Table 20
Mic."hardness of some ternary compourds coantaining aluirata

2
1) No; 2) composition; 3) miccohardness at 20;

H

kg/m; 4) literature ref.

the group contaLdng
A similar re-ul-arity is observed, generally speaking- in
allmuinum (Table 20).
apart fron aluain=,

Thus, the hardness of compounds 1-5 in Table 20 containing,
elements of periodic groups I ani UI varies

zange of fairiy smal values (!Q

cier a

*-'*

2
- 297-!h kgha ); co=minds 6-10, which include
2

8
(H1: =I21-8 0 kg/
erouD VII and VII elements, show increased hardness

.i.•a2!y,

);

the last five co--ounds (Nos. 11-15 in Table 20) containing group. VIII
2

el-ents have t:he greatest iardness (H

--117 kg/mm )PI

function of the
Thus, the hardness of ternary zrLal compouf-SS is a knomn

i ii

Ii

positicn of the constituent elements in the neriodic

it increases as the cheic

p-oet-s

A n,-ber of publications /125,

Zkeý-,

I Il I
LaI

.

that

±s

i
to say,

f the elements dil'fer.

12$/ are devoted to determination of the

hardness of ternary metal coznounds at elevated temperatures.
The microhardJness of certain ternary compounds containing almminmzt
at 3000 is shown in Table 21 /125/.
Table 21

"9-icrohardness at 3000 of ternary metal
compounds containing alumir-u

Indentor load 50 g
i
2
1) composition; 2) mi.crohardness in kg/m

,

soaking for; 3) 30 see; 4f 60 min;

it should be pointed out t-hat when the temperature is sufficiitvy hdgh,
most netal compounds change to a plastic state and acquire-pi-roperty of easy
deformation.

IM
i

-"

This "as first

e earred

proved for the case of binary metal compoaumds by Saritskiy.

ia.t. a great 7LoI of e xyperiment-:l "nrk128R-!3!/

hbirh

has ybeen general-

ized in an extensive =ono•gpaph showing the possibility of pressing metal compounds

during heating, and investigating in detail ths- strucie.ral aný n--,earzy changes

takiing place during the process.
Char CM! e•-._rT-_en_+_s on pressing ternary metal cojpounds also enableJ•

to

establish that ternary compounds fragile at normal temeeratures change to a
plastic state when heated and become liable to considerable deforattion.

It

was established, in particular, that the possibility of deforming certain ternary

compounds (for example Ca )-g

Zn ) enables us to give t4h- a more favorable

255
structural shape and thereby have an positive effect en the alloy's plasticity

indices as a whole.

It

should be pointed out in conclus'_on Uthat there are as yet too few

exoerimental data

•establish the definite quantitative relationships between

+he composition of ternary compor-nds and their properties.

But the investigations

carried out indicate the exisitnce of certain naturals lawss in this respect
determined by t"he cherdicL- nature of the elements forming the tee.rnary compound;-

~properties
the greater the difference in tne chemical

MxIE

of the elements,l

-rilxlxxX

sxr6nger
the

•=m1=m

their chenical bond. and the more stable the compounds formed become;

their hardne3s incteases

potentfials improve.

,

the melting point is raised and-eJiectrochenical

In a ni-ber of cases these procerties can be Scessfu•ily

aonlied in alloys for improring the mechanical properties, heat resistance and

corrosion restistance.

metal

"TernaryAcompounds are
importance.

devcte:i1

met. with in the structure of many alloys of practical

71-T greatest amount of reseaich in which this is dem-on-3trated is

to aluminum alloys /133-142/.

"he ternary comrounds are present in tkhe

botht inu a fr-e' ,,.,-,- ÷,,,m : •r)
oth • .a
r.....
state as wel! as in the form of solid solutions containing
these compeunds.

The prcperties of ternary metal compounds and the conditions under which

they interact with the base metal of the allay make it possible to note the following

general prir.ciples for their use:

1). Hardening of solid solutionslby dissolving 11mxiwx ternary metal compounds
in them.

Then such ternary

u

solid solutions form, the interatomic

bonds which occur are more Ika complex than in birzary compunds, and there is

Sconsiderably
harder•ing.

more distk-rtion of tIte crystal lattice.eivine rise to greater

""

2).

i

Hardeninp alloys by forming in thle

structure-free terna.g metal

compounds marked by greater mechanical properties.

Some of these ternary canpournds

have Freater hardness than the binary ones, hence the hardening effect may al_..

be more clearly marked.

Ty.pical in this respect are cases of the improvement in

the hardness of instrument steels by through the formation of ternary carbides

of the type Fe W C, Fe W C /81,

22

66

143/, Ti W C /144/,
2 2

and so on.

3). The hardening of alloys through the formation in them of ternary metal

comnp?','Ps containing a relatively greater quantity of metal as the base than in

binary compcunds.

Here the effect of +he alloying elements on the structure

and properties shows up more strongly than in the formation of the binary compounds.
Thus Dudzinskiy /145,

146/ and his eoworkers have stown that the formation

of ternary metal compounds in aluminum alloys can in cer-tain instances appreciably

increase the modtlus of normal elesticity of the latter.

hRhile

stressing
tKa xmxk

that in certain cases the modulus of aluminun alloys increases 20%, the atthors

n.ote the great effect, cf great practical importance,

of tear ary metal compounds

on the properties of industrial alloys, particularly those :sed in aviation.
AMI
Is. The use of the teAperature-variable solubility of ternary metal compounds

j

in the base metal in order to bring about hardening through heat treatment, ,-hich
consists in qvene*4ý., with subsequent aging.

it has been established that in a

neuober of ternary systa-s solid solutions with metal bases ma'- be in a state of
equilibrium with dilfierent ternary mettal compounds; for many alos

"metal-ternary metal compounds" it has been demonstra-ted that there is
in the solubility of the ternary compound during :,eating.

te

syste

--- in-reese

Thus, as a result of

te.pering of certair alloys of thi.s type we can obtain surpersatrated solid

solutions capable of hardening during subsequent aging.
The possibility i3 noted of using ternar- compounds for hardening aluminum

alloys/16, 138, lhT7, 14e/.

in particular we should point out a number of

i-vestigations by Bagaryatskiy

A4I9-152/ in which he Eives a detailed analysis

of the role of the ternary phase S(Al Cu•g)

during the aging of aluminum alloys.

2
From scme other invesigation /153-156/

the similar rile of the ternary com-po-nd

T(A1, Ng, Zn) is obvious.
We .nada a speciai investigation /15?-159/

of cast and pressed aLn-ini-

and maenesium-base alloys during which we demonstrated the possibility of hardening
these alloys with ternary metal compounds.
5). Improving the heat. resistance of alloys containirg ternary metal compounds

by creating a structure r ich prevents plastic deformation to the maxiim
during heating.

extent

At certain tesperatures this structure, as shor. by Kocr•_lov in

1

S37
a ni•-nber of im'rsti'.ations 1/6r.-162/,
s a.......t.....

mailsun.

saturated ,ith ternary metal compounds.

co

ns

to a stat- ir Aich the solid

n the Ogven case there
.

.

sonii solutizns

By virtue of their more comrlicatdd

crystal lattice, ternary solid solutions should have greater resistance to
defor-.atien at elebated temperatures compared .withbinary solutions.

Fi..

12.

Influence of temperature on hardness of some metal comuounds and heat-resistant
Iq Fe Mo

alloy-s /163/; arrows indicate 0.6 T ixxw (i&Fee -oC: (2)
4

2

-2

c;(3)

2%4

Fe

6o;
76

(4) alloy S-816; (5) jetalloy 1650.

Fig. 13.
influence of temperature on hardness of certain met-al compounds

-

-

show 0.6 T : (1)

U Fe

Cr Mo ;
36 12 10

(2)

Fe
36

Cr Mo ;
12 10

/163/; arrows

(3) c- Co^r; (4) i-FeCr-

decomposition
The dow'Aof ternary solid stolutions with precipitation ef particles of
ternary metal compoimds, in a state of dispersion or w-th pre-precipitation
of the particle:s, may alsu cause greater plastic strength
consequently, may increase heat resistance.

during heating, and

"it is also awvisai!p to use the hjgh degree cf hardness and oxidation ".XZ
resia,...ce of a ..nb"reo f
I.x

resistant
...

ai

ys.

--- y _geta_] c.-npounds when develovnw tkx heatSome ternaRry compunds /163/are considerably greater

in hardness than modern heat-resistant alloys (Fig. 12) and binary --eta! compounds

(Fig. 13) at normal, and particularly, elevated.temperatures.
The possibility of incresaing thse heat resistance of alumin,= alloys with
toe rnary meta' compounds was dpnonst, ated by us in earlier research /161,
•).
61

'The. :prevenent oe co..-n'o'=n _Lens~ste_

and suitable structhural distributicn in the

i

165!.

addition to them
alloys by the 6wftw'

of ternary metal co"•xounds with

fa~rabe
eect-oca~ialpotantialos in. the 6ianc-1-an.ada
study
The investLgation /166_

r the

is devoted wo VW s.ecial

effect of ternary metal ccmPoounds on the c.orrzosion resistnace of pressed aluinur
alloys.
7). The rroduction of alloys with definite physical proerties by using
the corresponding properties of ternary aetal compounds .

This includes, for

exaple, the above-quoted work o-n Heusler alloys baxRt x (p. 787).
8). The use of te-rn: ry metal c-omo.unds in order to imr-art- tschnological
-ere-rties

to alloys,

in this cornection w.e sheuld point out investigations

conzc.rnea w-,;r the effect of ternary compounds sn miodif~ied sillcines, on tI'!past~icl tyv of ca±sti.ngs of

Jznminizp

aoy/1

173./ and chr~p-manganeseA7f

and~ als-) nn ref'iring metals, for exa-le, the ýlcr-aiaino
Theefec' of ternary- metal compounds on thie c~roperties
=arnesit-n

;;1 Icvs is considered in =or-- detail in /171±1.

rnlM/273/.

,$
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